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Acting as the executor, representative, or administrator of an estate is a complicated and time-
consuming task. It’s time consuming, complicated, and emotionally taxing. Here is a
comprehensive guide to help you understand the basics of the procedures that settle an
estateReaders say it best: "This book covers all aspects of estate settlement in a complete and
thorough manner.", "The book is written in easy-to-understand terms, with lots of good practical
advice.", "I actually bought it to place in my file cabinet along with my Trust documents, Living
Will and other documents", "We liked it so much, I bought this book for a friend who was
handling a new estate.".In practical and straightforward language, it covers all aspects of estate
administration, including funeral arrangements, organ donation, administering probate, dealing
with the deceased's assets and liabilities, and personal representative's compensation. You will
understand not only your responsibilities but the responsibilities of those who will be assisting
you. Tables of state income tax rates, intestacy laws, and state-by-state probate requirements
are also included, and a glossary, index, and list of recommended works complete this
handbook.

About the AuthorTheodore E. Hughes, Michigan Assistant Attorney General for Law (Ret.), is a
lawyer skilled in wills, trusts, and estate planning law. He has served as adjunct professor of law
at Thomas M. Cooley Law School and an instructor at Michigan State University Evening
College.David Klein was a Professor Emeritus of social sciences and human development at
Michigan State University. The two have co-written several books on finance and estate
planning, including The Handbook to Wills, Funerals, and Probate; Protecting your Money: The
Essential Guide To Personal Finance & Estate Planning For Gay and Lesbian Couples and
Individuals; and The Parents' Financial Survival Guide.
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N. Williams, “Solid info all-around. The book provided decent overall information. May be better if
it focused a bit more on what to do if you don't have all the best paperwork in order from the
decendent.”

Steph, “It's very handy. You just need to remember this book gives you everything that needs to
be done, regardless of what state you live in. Every state is different so you need to check with
their requirements. The inventory of the assets of the home was confusing, i.e. how detailed,
value etc., but NJ does not require the value for probated wills. If you believe the will maybe
contested, you may want choice to do a full accounting to every last knife, fork & spoon.”

John Raines, “Much needed information!. This book convinced me not to accept the task of
executor. Lots of thankless work over an extended timeframe. A real. Eye opener!!”

Book Lover, “I recommend that you read this book long before you think .... This is a super-
helpful book, not only for anyone who is (or someday may be) an executor, but also for everyone
who wants to name an executor to administer his estate someday. I recommend that you read
this book long before you think you may actually need it, so that you can take the time to digest
the information and do what you can to prepare ahead of time. The book is written in easy-to-
understand terms, with lots of good practical advice. I left one star off because, as a tax
professional, I thought some of the tax-related information could have been more thorough. To
get a more complete picture of an executor's duties and responsibilities from a tax standpoint,
you may want to request IRS publication 559, "Survivors, Executors, and Administrators" (free
from the IRS website). This book and Pub. 559 together will give you plenty of good, useful
information.”

I. Owens, “Helpful. Clear and well-written. Spells out what needs to be done when. This will be a
big help to anyone overwhelmed by the responsibilities of being executor.”

VerandaKitty, “Buy One for Your Executor & One for Yourself. I liked the availability of information
to give to my recently chosen Executor. She has never been in this role and needed a how-to
book on what the job of Executor entails.”

One Opinion, “Good Basic Information. This is a good basic book for estate executors as long as
you remember that every state has slightly different rules/requirements. Possibly the most
important feature of the book is making you aware that this is not a simple process taken on by
the faint of heart. Additional help (an attorney) is needed if even modest assets or multiple heirs
are involved. The executor can get into personal trouble, even with good intentions, if all the t's
are not crossed correctly.  Buy and digest the book and then keep reading/learning.”



Mr Smiff, “A good book. Easy to understand and informative. Brought for my daughter as she is
my executor and she now fully understands the role”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 391 people have provided feedback.
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